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Chapter 101: How disgusting! 

Under the respectful leadership of the young woman, Su Lang came to the 106th floor of the Union 

Building. 

Standing at this height, you can almost overlook the entire Red Maple City area. 

"My lord, this is VIP Reiki Training Room No. 1!" 

The young woman pointed to a luxurious door and said, "I will open it for you." 

Immediately afterwards, she swiped the room directly with the key card in Su Lang's hand. 

But after the door opened, I saw an extremely unsightly scene in the training room. 

——From the bottom to the top, three worms overlap each other, and there are all kinds of disgusting 

smells permeating the air, which makes people feel sick! 

For an instant, the young woman was dumbfounded and flushed. 

"What's going on! Who are they?" 

Su Lang furrowed his brows, his eyes revealed disgusting, "When the tide of fierce beasts is coming, 

everyone should guard the barrier. How can anyone mess around here!?" 

"They...they are members of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce in Nanlin City." 

"Yes... I'm sorry, my lord, I didn't know they were here!" 

The young woman's complexion flushed, and she stammered, "That...the man in the middle is Zhu 

Fanyu, the young president of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce! 

They have a relatively large material transaction with our Red Maple City Alliance branch, which involves 

some interests. 

And they were not from Red Maple City, so they didn't fight against the tide of fierce beasts. 

But my lord, I really didn't know they were here! " 

At this time, the people inside also found that the door had been opened. 

"What the hell!? How did you open the door!?" 

Zhu Fanyu pushed the other two away and looked at Su Lang and the young woman with a sullen 

expression. 

The other men and women also looked unhappy, looking at Su Lang as if to eat people. 

"How disgusting!" 

Su Lang glanced at Zhu Fanyu in disgust, "Go, take me to other VIP training rooms." 
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A corrupt person like Zhu Fanyu was the person Su Lang hated the most, and he had killed the most in 

his previous life. 

If it hadn't been for Yin Zhou that he had promised to give Su Lang the gold coin spirit stone before, and 

he was in a good mood, he would have drawn his sword at this time. 

"it is good......" 

The young woman nodded tremblingly, and was about to take Su Lang away quickly. 

"Disgusting? Stop it!" 

That Zhu Fanyu roared menacingly, "If I disturb me, I want to leave. How can there be such a good 

thing? You immediately kneel down and apologize to me!" 

"Dare you tell me to kneel down!?" 

Su Lang's eyes were cold, and he stared at Zhu Fanyu closely. 

"Goooo!" 

Zhu Fanyu only felt that a cold knife was slashing across his skin, and his scalp was numb, and he 

couldn't help swallowing saliva. 

"Hmph, because you should be a guest of Yinzhou, I will spare you once." 

Su Lang spoke coldly, his emotionless voice seemed to come from hell. 

After speaking, Su Lang turned and left with the young woman. 

Zhu Fanyu came back, suddenly became angry 

——He was actually frightened by a quasi-martial master just now! ? 

You know that he is a junior martial artist, and the young president of the Four Seas Chamber of 

Commerce! 

He has never been the only one to intimidate others. When has he been intimidated by others! ? 

When did he endure such a shameful shame? 

"Smuggle, why don't you stop me!!" 

Zhu Fanyu was so angry that Qiqiao made smoke, and shouted with a grudge on his face. 

"you sure?" 

Su Lang paused, and a murderous aura gradually spread. 

He only killed Ye Feizhang not long ago, and also slaughtered many fierce beasts. 

This murderous aura spread out, and the surroundings instantly became cold, and the young woman 

standing beside Su Lang even had the illusion of a sea of blood. 

"Ah!" 



The young woman couldn't help screaming and ran away quickly. 

On the other side, Zhu Fanyu also had a sudden heart, and his pupils shrank suddenly. 

He knew that the hands of the young man in front of him had definitely been contaminated with the 

lives of many people! 

However, as the young president of the Chamber of Commerce of the Four Seas, Zhu Fanyu, who is high 

above him, is not convinced! 

"Isn't he a quasi-martial master!?" 

"What can I do if I kill too many? I can kill tens of thousands of Body Tempering Realms!" 

Thinking of this, Zhu Fanyu's face gradually showed a sneer. 

He raised his nostrils and looked at Su Lang disdainfully: "Xiao Xie, don't think I'm afraid of you if I kill a 

few people. 

I tell you, if you don't kneel down for me, I will kill you! " 

Chapter 102: Slap to death! 

"Want to kill me?" 

Su Lang smiled without anger, "You can try!" 

"You won't cry without seeing the coffin!" 

"Let you try my tricks today!" 

Zhu Fanyu yelled angrily and rushed up like crazy. 

He was so fast that he rushed behind Su Lang in the blink of an eye. 

"I am killing you!" 

Zhu Fanyu looked fierce, punched out, and slammed Su Lang's neck! 

He has only one thought now, and that is to beat the choppy in front of him to death, a shame! 

Seeing that his fist was getting closer and closer to Su Lang's neck, Zhu Fanyu couldn't help showing a 

hint of revenge on his face! 

However, what happened next made him horrified! 

"boom!" 

A low muffled sound rang! 

Zhu Fanyu's fist was easily squeezed by Su Lang! 

"what!?" 

Zhu Fanyu's pupils shrank suddenly and shouted in disbelief. 
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He really didn't believe that his full blow would be blocked by a quasi-martial master so lightly! 

"It's impossible, die for me!!" 

Zhu Fanyu's face was grim, and he gritted his teeth and punched again! 

"I can't help myself!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he calmly raised his other hand. 

"boom!" 

Without any suspense, Zhu Fanyu's fist was once again easily squeezed by Su Lang. 

"No! I must have sucked a lot of poppies and hallucinations!" 

Zhu Fanyu was dumbfounded, with a demented expression on his face, "You are just a martial artist, 

how could you take my fist so easily!? I am a martial artist!" 

"Hey, is the martial artist very strong?" 

Su Lang sneered disdainfully, "In my eyes it's just a waste." 

"You are the trash, your whole family is trash!" 

Zhu Fanyu cursed in embarrassment, "Small, I order you to let go of my fist immediately, otherwise I 

want you to look good!" 

"Oh, it's all like this, you want me to look good, where are you confident!?" 

Su Lang raised his brows, and immediately lost all his patience, "I have given you a chance. Since you 

don't cherish it, don't blame me for being merciless!" 

As soon as this remark came out, Zhu Fanyu was immediately terrified and felt bad. 

But when he wanted to ask for mercy, it was too late! 

Su Lang smiled coldly, his hands twisted and twisted! 

Hearing only two painful fracture sounds, Zhu Fanyu's two arms instantly turned into twists! 

"Ah--! My hand!" 

The severe pain swept through, Zhu Fanyu's face was distorted, and he screamed like a pig! 

"Humph!" 

Su Lang hummed lightly and kicked it out. 

Zhu Fanyu screamed and flew out, and directly knocked a wall out of a cobweb-like crack! 

"puff!" 

Zhu Fanyu spit out a dazzling blood, sliding down the wall like a dead pig. 

Such a shocking scene directly stunned the couple in the training room. 



They couldn't imagine that a guy who was obviously only a quasi-martial master could easily defeat a 

junior warrior! 

They also never expected that the quasi-martial master would dare to deal with the noble young 

president of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce! 

Immediately after. 

The men and women in the training room recovered and rushed to Zhu Fanyu's side. 

"Young President! Are you all right!" 

The two of them fed Zhu Fanyu the pill with horror, and their faces were full of fear and anxiety. 

If Zhu Fanyu had something to do, the two of them would definitely die. 

"puff!" 

Zhu Fanyu spit out a mouthful of blood again, and then roared with splitting eyes: "Leave me alone, 

catch him! 

I am going to cut off his XX, cut off his limbs, and I want him to live the rest of his life as bad as death! " 

"Yes! I must catch that crap!" 

The man nodded fiercely, then rushed towards Su Lang like crazy. 

This man is an intermediate martial artist, and he thinks that dealing with a more powerful quasi-martial 

master is completely out of the question. 

"Fate!" 

The fierce man rushed to Su Lang and slapped Su Lang on his chest. 

However, Su Lang slapped his face faster! 

"Snapped!!" 

The loud slap in the face almost came from the Union Building. 

The fierce man's head rotated three times, and then fell to the ground with a thump, breathless. 

Chapter 103: This is impossible! 

"what--!" 

Seeing that the intermediate martial artist was slapped with a slap on her neck, the woman was so 

frightened that she trembled. 

Immediately afterwards, she ran away regardless of her! 

Immediately, on the 106th floor of the huge Union Building, there were only two living people, Su Lang 

and Zhu Fanyu. 

"Afraid? Regret?" 
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Su Lang's icy voice came, as if to freeze the entire Alliance Building. 

"You...you, you, you, don't mess around!" 

One of Zhu Fanyumeng's spirits screamed, "I am the young president of the Four Seas Chamber of 

Commerce, and our Chamber of Commerce has a prospective military commander!" 

If you kill me, you will die too, even Yin Zhou will definitely not be able to keep you! " 

"Associate military commander? So what?" 

A cruel smile was outlined at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, "I have always had a grudge and will be 

avenged! 

Do you dare to kill me, even if the real military commander comes, you won't be able to protect you! 

Before you said that you would cut off my XX and cut off my limbs. I think this way of revenge is very 

good, that's it! " 

As he said, with a flick of his thumb, the sword light suddenly appeared, which was chilling. 

"No, you can't treat me like that!" 

"Put down the sword, all this is a misunderstanding!" 

Zhu Fanyu looked terrified, trembling all over, and his voice ran out of panic. 

He never expected that the other party would completely ignore the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce! 

"Misunderstanding? I don't think so!" 

Su Lang's face was cold, and he walked towards Zhu Fanyu with a murderous look. 

The sound of footsteps echoed in the quiet corridor, like a series of urging bells! 

"I was wrong, I was wrong!" 

"Please go around me, I will never dare anymore, I must be grateful for Dade!" 

In the face of the horror of torture and death, Zhu Fanyu was so scared that he no longer had the 

arrogant and domineering appearance before. 

"The opportunity was given to you, isn't it too late to beg for mercy now?" 

Su Lang looked at Zhu Fanyu with a sneer, and was about to cut it down with a sword! 

at this time! 

"Zhu Fanyu!" 

Yin Zhou's figure appeared at the entrance of the corridor, with a trace of astonishment on his face. 

"Yinzhou guards!" 

"Yinzhou guards, save me, save me!" 



When Zhu Fanyu saw Yinzhou's eyes widened, he shouted out of joy, "Look at what your lawless 

subordinate has beaten me into!? 

He wants to kill me, but fortunately you came in time, or I would have been killed by him! " 

Yin Zhou glanced at Zhu Fanyu coldly and walked towards Su Lang. 

"Haha, Yinzhou guards, grab that little crap!" 

"Be sure to hand over his limbs to me. I want to avenge myself. I want him to die!" 

Zhu Fanyu was just as pleasantly surprised and didn't notice Yin Zhou's expression at all. 

He thought that Yin Zhou was going to capture Su Lang, so he shouted with excitement. 

While shouting, his face still showed a cruel grin and the excitement of revenge! 

In Zhu Fanyu's eyes, Yin Zhou, the strongest of Red Maple City, had already shot, and that little quasi-

martial master would definitely be caught! 

At this time, in his mind, there was even a cruel picture of himself humiliating and torturing Su Lang. 

But at this moment. 

"Master Su Lang, I'm extremely sorry!" 

Yin Zhou bowed fiercely, with a deep respect and apology on his face, "It was my negligence that 

offended you. 

I didn't expect Zhu Fanyu to be in the training room No. 1. I will drive Zhu Fanyu and the Four Seas 

Chamber of Commerce out of Red Maple City now! " 

Although the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce and the Red Maple City Alliance branch have many 

interests involved. 

But from Yin Zhou's point of view, how can a quasi-martial-skilled Chamber of Commerce in the Four 

Seas be comparable to the future Lord Wu of Su Lang! ? 

What's more, Su Lang just turned the tide and saved the entire Red Maple City! 

"It's impossible!" 

This scene fell in Zhu Fanyu's eyes, and he suddenly thundered and his face was dull. 

This is so different from what he thought! 

Shouldn't Yin Zhou slap in the face, the little **** knelt immediately begging for mercy? 

How could this be! ? 

How could Yinzhou guards be so respectful to a little quasi-martial master, and still verbally call Lord Su 

Lang! ? 

Could it be that the status of this quasi-martial master named Su Lang is higher than him! ? 



Chapter 104: Zhu Fanyu crotch chicken decisively! 

Thinking of this, Zhu Fanyu was shocked. 

He became more determined about his ideas 

—— Then Su Lang must have a more noble status, so he can be so confident! 

Because of this, Yin Zhou would not hesitate to offend him and the Sihai Chamber of Commerce, but 

also to please each other! 

Then, a force stronger than the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce, doesn't it have a real military 

commander! ? 

Thinking of this, Zhu Fanyu's heart was almost broken and overwhelmed. 

The fire of revenge that had risen before was completely extinguished by the cold water, and a strong 

sense of fear and despair grew wildly! 

At this time, Su Lang said indifferently: "Get out of Red Maple City? This is too cheap for him! 

He dared to kill me, I wouldn't let him go so easily! " 

"Yes!" 

Yin Zhou looked down respectfully, "Master Su Lang decides everything!" 

Yin Zhou didn't even think about it, and immediately expressed his attitude. 

"No, Su Lang, Master Su Lang! Please forgive me!" 

"I don't know Taishan, I shouldn't provoke you, I really know I was wrong!" 

"Guard Yinzhou, please help me plead, please Lord Su Lang not to kill me!" 

Zhu Fanyu was completely overwhelmed by fear and despair. He kept knocking his head on the ground, 

mixing his blood, tears, nose and nose, which was disgusting. 

"Of course I won't kill you." 

"Don't you want me to die? Then I will let you die!" 

A cruel sneer appeared at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and he cut it down with a sword! 

The sharp sword light flashed, and Zhu Fanyu's thigh was directly separated from his body. 

The next moment, a large amount of blood spurted from the fractured thigh of Zhu Fanyu, and instantly 

gathered into a pool of blood on the ground. 

"Ahhhhhhhhhhhh! My legs!" 

Zhu Fanyu let out a scream, struggling constantly on the ground like a severed earthworm, desperate to 

live! 

"Swish!" 
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Su Lang's expression was indifferent, and he cut three swords in a row again. 

Zhu Fanyu felt a sudden cold in his arms and one leg, and a terrifying pain instantly swept through his 

body, causing him to start twitching constantly. 

At this time, the last sword light flashed. 

"Huh!" 

Zhu Fanyu crotch chicken decisively! 

He opened his mouth wide as if suffocated, and he couldn't even make a sound! 

"Let's go, Yin Zhou guards." 

Su Lang glanced at Zhu Fanyu faintly, then turned and left. 

"Yes." 

Yin Zhou nodded, and quickly followed. 

In a blink of an eye, only Zhu Fanyu who became a stick was left in place. 

"Ho ho..." 

Zhu Fanyu's face is distorted, cold sweat is violent, and he unconsciously makes a **** ho sound. 

It's okay to be an ordinary person and die directly, but the powerful physique of the martial artist level 

makes him unable to die! 

This is really not to survive, not to die! 

At this time, a frightened woman appeared next to Zhu Fanyu, who was not as good as dead. 

This person is the woman who was in the VIP Reiki Training Room before. 

"Young... young president!" 

The woman looked at the horrible scene in disbelief, her brain was blank. 

She really couldn't imagine that Zhu Fanyu had been cut into a club, and it was still in the presence of Yin 

Zhou! 

"What kind of identity is that person!!" 

After a while of horror, the woman tremblingly picked up Zhu Fanyu's limbs, and then quickly left with 

Zhu Fanyu. 

... 

On the other side, Su Lang and Yin Zhou sat opposite each other in a training room. 

"Master Su Lang, I'm so sorry." 

Yin Zhou's face still had a deep apology. 



"It's okay, I'm not angry anymore." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "If the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce comes to the door, just call me." 

"Haha, it's fine if they don't come to the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce, if they dare to come..." 

Yin Zhou laughed and said, "With Master Su Lang, even if they are tied together by the Four Seas 

Chamber of Commerce, they are definitely not opponents!" 

"Ok." 

Su Lang nodded and asked, "By the way, has the wave of fierce beasts completely dissipated?" 

"It's still finishing, Yu Feng and Bao are coordinating the overall situation." 

Yin Zhou smiled and said, "I heard that Zhu Fanyu offended Master Su Lang, so I rushed over, and 

brought these by the way." 

As he said, he stretched out his hand and brushed it across the table, and suddenly a thick stack of 

exercises appeared. 

Chapter 105: I want all these exercises 

"Fuck, Yin Zhou, did you bring all the exercises in that shop?" 

Su Lang was surprised, how much combat power can so many exercises increase! 

"I don't know which Master Su Lang likes, so I brought the better ones." 

Yin Zhou chuckled, "I, Yu Feng, and Bao Zheng also practiced high-level exercises in it." 

"Yin Zhou, you're so caring!" 

Su Lang's eyes gleamed, "I want all of these techniques!" 

"Uh! Lord Su Lang, are you sure you want them all?" 

Yin Zhou's face was full of surprise, "There are many conflicting exercises in it, and they can't be 

practiced at the same time!" 

"Haha, you are right." 

Su Lang smiled happily, "But you don't have to worry about this, I know it in my heart." 

Others must be extremely cautious about the number, type, and attributes of the exercises. 

Otherwise, if you are not careful, you will get into trouble or even destroy your foundation and cut off 

the way of martial arts! 

But Su Lang is different. He has the ‘Melting Furnace’ ability, so he can practice and compatible with any 

technique! 

Yin Zhou smiled dumbly: "Since Master Su Lang said so, I won't say more." 

"Yeah, go ahead, let me see these exercises first." 
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Su Lang waved his hand and said, at this time his attention had been completely attracted by the 

exercises on the table. 

"Okay, Master Su Lang watch it slowly, I'll leave first." 

Yin Zhou smiled and stood up, leaving wisely. 

The door was closed, and silence was restored in the training room. 

"Tsk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk tusk 

Su Lang was so excited that he continued to chuckle, and soon he separated the thick stack of exercises 

and counted them carefully. 

Not long after, exciting results of the inventory came out. 

In this pile of exercises, there are totally 6 advanced exercises, 12 intermediate exercises, and 18 

primary exercises! 

In total, there are 36 exercises! 

At this time, Su Lang picked up a exercise with a face full of surprise. 

The whole body of this exercise is white, it is the treasure of the alliance exercise shop, the high-level 

attribute exercise "Blowing Snow Without Mark" worth 5 million gold coins! 

"Hey Hey!" 

Su Lang was so excited that he couldn't help but let out a low laugh. 

Immediately afterwards, with deep anticipation, he opened the Buxue Wuhentu, and immediately a 

dense cloud of mysterious writings and pictures appeared before his eyes. 

"It deserves to be an advanced attribute technique." 

Su Lang smiled, then read it carefully. 

Soon he read through the entire exercise, and then directly replaced the Tyrant Armor Body-building 

Art. 

"Ding! Bajia Body Forging Art has been replaced with Fuxue Wuhen Figure!" 

The system prompt came that the second martial arts villain in the mysterious black space moved and 

floated in the air. Pieces of snowflakes fell out of thin air and enveloped it. 

"Tsk tusk, this forces the Ge to be higher than the thunder and lightning!" 

Su Lang was excited, and immediately picked up a black exercise book. 

This technique is called "Seven Stars Hidden Killing Blade", and it is a high-level assassination technique 

most suitable for killers. 

"This is for me to go back to my old job!" 

Su Lang grinned, read it through, and then replaced Lei Gang's True Art. 



In the mysterious black space, the first martial arts villain had an illusory short blade in his hand. 

It kept making various difficult poses, and Su Lang kept his eyes on it. 

Two minutes later. 

"Ding! "Seven Stars Hidden Killing Blade" has reached the entry level!" 

Su Lang only felt a warm current coming from all over his body, and his limbs instantly became more 

agile and his strength greatly increased. 

Soon he couldn't help but glanced at the attribute panel, and found that the attack level and body skill 

level had increased to a small level at the same time! 

It took two minutes to improve the combat power of a small military commander-level realm. If this is 

said, I am afraid that the ghost will not believe it! 

However, such a thing happened to Su Lang literally! 

"Cool! That's cool, hahahaha!" 

Su Lang laughed, his excited eyes fell on the other exercises. 

Soon, about 10 minutes passed. 

Su Lang read all the remaining 34 exercises, and once again practiced the 6 exercises to the entry level. 

However, even after so long, the "Bubbling Snow Without Mark" still hasn't reached the entry level! 

Chapter 106: The terrifying Fuxue Wuhen Figure! 

"It seems that the difficulty of practicing this advanced attribute technique is really going to heaven!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows in surprise, "Fortunately, I have a key practice function, just sit and wait. 

Otherwise, if you are forced to practice the exercises yourself like ordinary warriors, it will take most of 

your life just to get started. " 

With a hint of luck, Su Lang continued to practice other exercises while waiting for the introduction of 

Chuuxue Wuhentu. 

In a blink of an eye, another ten minutes later, the system prompt finally came. 

"Ding! "Fuxue Wuhentu" has reached the entry level!" 

Su Lang, who was sitting on the sofa, was taken aback for a moment, his eyes bursting with astonishing 

light. 

"Finally got started!" 

Su Lang stood up with excitement. 

Immediately, he stretched out his hand and waved it gently, and nine exquisite snowflakes appeared out 

of thin air. 
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After the snowflakes appeared, the walls of the entire training room were immediately covered with 

hoarfrost. 

Immediately afterwards, eighty-one ice blue snowflakes condensed around the nine crystal snowflakes. 

And tens of thousands of white snowflakes quickly condensed around these ice blue snowflakes! 

Suddenly. 

Countless snowflakes swirled and danced in mid-air, beautiful. 

However, these seemingly harmless snowflakes carry terrifying icy power! 

The crystal clear snowflakes are the most terrifying, followed by ice blue, and white again. 

Su Lang thought, a piece of white snowflakes burst open, and a burst of bone-chilling chill instantly 

enveloped the entire training room. 

"This degree of cold power can definitely freeze to death an official martial artist within three seconds!" 

Su Lang smiled, and immediately made a look, and an ice blue snowflake exploded. 

A more powerful force of icy cold swept away, instantly freezing the entire training room. 

"This kind of icy power, the martial artist-level touch will kill you! 

"Even junior and intermediate generals can't resist, and only senior generals can barely resist." 

Su Lang nodded in satisfaction, and immediately stretched out his hand, holding a crystal clear 

snowflake in his palm. 

He could feel the creepy icy power in the crystal snow. 

Once attacked by this piece of snowflakes, the military commander-level martial artist will definitely be 

killed instantly, and even the junior military commander may not be able to resist it! 

"burst!" 

Su Lang gave an order, and the crystal snowflakes in his hand exploded instantly, and a terrifying cold 

current burst out violently. 

The entire training room formed a thick layer of ice in an instant! 

In addition, the power of ice cold passed through the walls forcibly, freezing all the surrounding VIP 

training rooms and corridors. 

In less than 5 seconds, the entire floor where Su Lang was located turned into ice and snow! 

And this is not an ordinary icy world, even if the generals step in, they will turn into ice sculptures and 

gradually freeze to death! 

Fortunately, Yin Zhou is gone. There is only Su Lang on the 106th floor, otherwise I don’t know how 

many people will die in Su Lang’s thoughts! 

"Too awesome, too awesome!" 



"And this is just an entry-level Bixue Wuhen map!" 

Su Lang couldn't help his eyes widening. "A technique with a primary attribute like Lei Si Zhen Jue is 

simply not worthy of shoes!" 

At this time, Su Lang thought of the Qinglian dragon-patterned fire that was refining! 

——After refining with this different fire, it is equivalent to mastering a high-level attribute technique 

with a perfect level! 

The entry-level high-level attribute exercises are so abnormal, how bad is it for the consummation level? 

"Once the Qinglian dragon pattern fire is refined, I can kill an ordinary military commander with a snap 

of my fingers, and I don't need to swallow the clone!" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang couldn't help but show excitement, and breathed in cold air. 

Before, he also killed the Crystal Scale Green Snake who was comparable to a martial artist, but that was 

all his cards. 

In addition to the attack level of the crystal scale green snake, the other three-dimensional attributes 

are only high-level generals, and there are too many and obvious weaknesses. 

Otherwise, Su Lang really wouldn't be so easy to kill the Crystal Scale Blue Snake. 

"Hey, Qinglian dragon pattern fire... I'm really looking forward to it!" 

Su Lang couldn't help rubbing his hands, and then continued to practice other exercises. 

Chapter 107: Real military commander-level combat power 

Time passed, and an afternoon passed in a blink of an eye. 

At this time, Su Lang had already practiced all the newly obtained exercises to the entry level. 

However, in the process he found a problem. 

That is when his combat power gets stronger and stronger, the primary exercises gradually lose their 

effect. 

Among the dozens of primary exercises, only six or seven of the mixed attribute exercises can increase 

combat power. 

Moreover, the combat power of intermediate exercises is not as high as imagined. Only advanced 

exercises can directly improve a small realm. 

Of course, even so, Su Lang's true combat power has soared to a staggering level! 

Feeling the enormous power in his body, he immediately called out the attribute panel. 

But at this moment, another system prompt sounded. 

"Ding! The sea of repair is full, do you break through?" 

"Hahahaha, it's really good again and again!" 
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Su Lang looked up to the sky and laughed, and immediately chose to break through. 

In an instant, the strong spiritual energy in the training room was like a black hole, swallowed frantically 

by Su Lang's body. 

In the blink of an eye, the concentration of aura in the entire training room dropped a lot. 

Fortunately, this is the VIP training room, and the aura supplement channels immediately pumped in a 

large amount of aura. 

But even so, the speed of aura replenishment was about the same as the speed that Su Lang swallowed. 

The vast aura of smoke poured into Su Lang's body, while nourishing his flesh and blood, while flowing 

along the meridian to the aura cyclone at the dantian. 

Propelled by a huge amount of spiritual energy, Su Lang's spiritual energy cyclone grew rapidly, covering 

the entire dantian in a short time. 

At this point, the breakthrough stopped. 

"The realm of a junior martial artist!" 

A hint of excitement flashed in Su Lang's eyes. 

Regardless of the real combat power, the cultivation realm is the most basic and most important. 

Therefore, breaking into the realm of martial arts also made him very happy! 

After a while of excitement, Su Lang called out the attribute panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Junior warrior 

[Attack level]: Intermediate Martial Commander+ 

[Defensive Level]: Peak General + 

[Physique Level]: Junior Martial Commander+ 

[Endurance Level]: Pinnacle General + 

【Mastering Techniques】: Boundless Heart Sutra, Blowing Snow Without Marks (Advanced Entry), 

Seven Star Hidden Killing Blade (Advanced, Entry), Cassia Dragon Sword (Advanced, Entry); Streaming 

Invisible Flash (Advanced, Entry), Profound Body Unmoving scroll (advanced, introductory), breath of 

mountain (advanced, introductory), chasing soul (advanced, introductory)... 

(Some exercises have been omitted) 

[Activated system functions]: one-key training function (level 6), one-key martial arts function (level 6), 

clone dispatch function (level 5), one-key treasure hunting function (level 5) 



"The real military commander level!" 

"Almost all of them have crossed a whole realm! Hahahaha!" 

Although Su Lang had known that his combat power would skyrocket wildly, he couldn't help but laugh 

when he saw the detailed attribute panel! 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang asked about the next breakthrough time of the system and the time 

for various exercises to reach the Xiaocheng level. 

"Ding! You can be promoted to an intermediate martial artist in just 12 hours!" 

"Ding! Fuxue Wuhentu can be promoted to Xiaocheng in just 25 days!" 

"Ding! Seven Stars Hidden Killing Blade can be promoted to Xiaocheng in just 3 days!" 

"Ding!......" 

"Huh? It takes 25 days?" 

"Well, who made you an advanced attribute technique!" 

"It's really cool that the cultivation realm can be promoted again in just 12 hours!" 

"However, this is also assisted by the power of the pill, which shortens a lot of time, otherwise I am 

afraid it will take a whole day to be promoted to an intermediate martial artist. 

While thinking about it, Su Lang checked the reserves of pill in the storage space. 

"There are so few tier 5.6 cultivation pills?" 

Su Lang discovered that there were only four or five pills that could increase the speed of cultivation. 

Other medicinal pills are mixed pill for healing or other effects. 

"Oh~~" 

Su Lang reluctantly smashed his mouth, "If only I had countless pills to eat!" 

But he also knew it was very, very difficult! 

Chapter 108: Expected new features 

Among the warriors in the world, there is also ample pill that alchemists can use. 

But the conditions for becoming an alchemist are too harsh. 

The realm of the first cultivation base can't be lowered, the lowest level Dantu must be an official 

martial artist. 

Second, you need to master the fire attribute technique, which will wipe out most of the martial artists. 

The third is the talent that needs to be used in alchemy. If it is a stone, it is impossible to become an 

alchemist. 
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Fourth, there must be a master to teach it by hand, and at the last time, there must be an alchemist 

inheritance for self-study. 

Fifth, learning alchemy requires a lot of materials, and ordinary warriors simply don't want to bear it. 

In short, it is super difficult to become an alchemist! 

Moreover, even an alchemist can't have countless pills to eat, after all, alchemy materials are expensive 

and vomiting blood. 

"Hey, the more you go back, the more expensive the pill will be. It seems that you won't have to take it 

in the future." 

Su Lang sighed again. Even though he can earn hundreds of thousands of gold coins every day, 

upgrading the system functions is not enough. 

Moreover, each of the eighth-nineth-order pill is sold for millions, which is simply not expensive. 

As for grabbing? 

Su Lang is not so unprincipled! 

He can't do this kind of **** robbery without grievances and grudges! 

suddenly! 

"Ding! Host, as long as you upgrade all system functions to level 7 at the same time, you will be able to 

obtain the activation permission for the one-key alchemy function!" 

"what!?" 

The system prompt surprised Su Lang. 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang came back to his senses, his eyes widened suddenly! 

"One-key alchemy function!?" 

"Lie noisy, one-key alchemy! It's awesome to think about it!" 

"Once activated, I can have countless pills!?" 

"I'm a good boy, these pill can not only be eaten, but also sold, a 9-level pill is several million gold coins!" 

As soon as he thinks of the benefits of the new features, Su Lang's eyes are filled with amazing 

excitement! 

However, he quickly calmed down. 

After all, the four functions are still hovering at levels 5 and 6, and it takes 240 million gold coins to 

upgrade to level 7! 

This is a conversion of the lower-grade spirit stones, and it is also 2.4 million lower-grade spirit stones! 

This is definitely a terrifying astronomical number! 



"Such a huge consumption, I am afraid that the entire Red Maple City stronghold cannot support it!" 

Su Lang thought, "In this way, I must leave Red Maple City and go to a bigger stronghold, so...where do I 

go?" 

While Su Lang was thinking, a panic shout suddenly came from outside. 

"Master Su Lang!" 

"Master Su Lang!" 

"..." 

"Huh? It's Yin Zhou and Yu Feng." 

"Didn't Yin Zhou just walked for a while, why are you back?" 

Su Lang was puzzled, and suddenly understood something. 

He smirked and waved his big hand to dissipate the ice-cold power of the entire building. 

Soon, the three of Yin Zhou appeared in front of Su Lang with incredulous faces. 

"Master Su Lang, did you freeze the 106th floor of the Union Building!?" 

"Master Su Lang, don't you know that you have already started the practice of Chuuxue Wuhentu!?" 

"Oh my God, isn't this true? We have studied for decades, and we don't even have a clue!" 

Seeing Su Lang, the Yinzhou trio immediately asked the question they were holding in their hearts. 

Before they received a report that the Alliance Building was frozen and the sky was snowing, they 

thought it was fake. 

With the assurance that their subordinates' chests would be broken, they drove back to the Alliance 

Building in doubt. 

Then they saw an extremely shocking scene 

——The Union Building is actually snowing, and countless warriors are watching. 

Immediately after they entered the Union Building to the 106th floor, they couldn't bear it and almost 

froze to death. 

Soon, there was the scene where they called Su Lang. 

After asking the question, the three of them stared and waited for Su Lang's answer. 

In fact, they knew it in their hearts, but they seemed to want Su Lang's exact answer. 

"Yes, you are right!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, "I have practiced Pixue Wuhentu." 

Chapter 109: Clues to Xuanyun Jingyuehuo 
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"Wow!" 

The Yinzhou trio were shocked with dementia. 

At this time, they looked at Su Lang with even more admiration and awe. 

"Don't be surprised, let me ask you a question." 

Su Lang waved his hand with a smile, and immediately asked, "Do you know which strongholds have 

unusual fires? The kind that no one refines." 

Refining supernatural fire can greatly increase combat power, so Su Lang, who decided to leave Red 

Maple City, plans to find a place with unusual fire. 

"Different fire?" 

Yin Zhou asked in surprise, "Master Su Lang wants to refine the alien fire? That is a very dangerous 

thing!" 

Yu Feng and Bao Zheng also looked surprised. 

Although they knew that Su Lang's talent was abnormal, and his savvy was also abnormal, but Yihuo 

didn't buy it! 

From ancient times to the present, I don’t know how many Tianjiao figures died in the process of 

refining and refining the fire! 

However, they never thought that Su Lang had already captured the green lotus dragon pattern fire of 

the crystal scale green snake, and in a long time, he would be able to refine it easily! 

"Master Su Lang, don't forget it." 

Yu Feng said with some worry, "If you go on like this, you will be able to achieve King Wu steadily." 

"Thank you for your concern, but I know it in my heart." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "As long as you know where there is a strange fire, just say it." 

"This......" 

The three Yin Zhou looked at each other, and then nodded. 

"Master Su Lang." 

Yin Zhou said solemnly, "We do know that there is a kind of yellow-level different fire, and its name is 

Xuanyun Jingyuehuo. 

It is said that this kind of alien fire does not have any offensive ability, but it possesses other 

extraordinary abilities. 

However, Xuanyun Jingyuehuo's refining difficulty is more difficult than other yellow-level alien fires! 

As for its location...it's just a coincidence, it happens to be in the headquarters of the Chamber of 

Commerce in the Four Seas-Nanlin City! " 



After a pause, Yin Zhou continued: "When I first entered a military commander, I traveled to Nanlin City. 

By chance, I saw a Martial Commander-level powerhouse trying to refine Xuanyun Jingyuehuo. 

As a result, that powerful warrior was quickly wiped out by the ashes of the different fire, and I ran away 

in horror. 

Later, I became the guard of the Red Maple City Alliance Branch, and I went to Nanlin City several times 

with Yu Feng and the others. 

The strange fire is still in place, but we don't have the courage to refine it. " 

"Xuanyun Jingyuehuo? It sounds very high-end!" 

Su Lang looked surprised, "You can tell me the route, I am going to Nanlin City now." 

Although the young president of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce has just been cut to an adult, he 

has already offended the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce. 

But for the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce, Su Lang simply dismissed it. It was just a Chamber of 

Commerce that didn't even have a military commander. 

Therefore, even if Nanlin City is equivalent to the old nest of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce, Su 

Lang has no scruples at all. 

"Huh? So fast?" 

Although the Yinzhou trio knew that Red Maple City would definitely not be able to hold the big dragon 

like Su Lang, they never expected that Su Lang would leave if he said. 

"I have decided!" Su Lang smiled faintly. 

Refining the yellow-level different fire is equivalent to directly mastering a high-level attribute 

technique. Can this matter? 

"Ok." 

Yin Zhou reluctantly took out a map, "This shows the specific location of Xuanyun Jingyuehuo. 

If Master Su Lang sets off now, I will immediately arrange an airship to Nanlin City for you. " 

"Go now." 

Su Lang smiled and accepted the map, "Let's go!" 

... 

An hour later, an Aura car appeared at the Red Maple City Airport. 

"Master Su Lang, this is a little bit of our care." 

Yin Zhou respectfully handed a spiritual stone bag, "Please accept it." 

"Thank you." 



Su Lang unceremoniously accepted the spirit stone bag, "Then there will be a period later, you don't 

have to send it." 

Immediately, as the three of Yinzhou watched, Su Lang stepped onto the 100-meter-long Lingqi aviation 

airship through the dedicated passage. 

With Yin Zhou's arrangement, Su Lang's location is naturally not crowded ordinary seats, but luxurious 

independent rooms. 

At this moment, Su Lang was walking graciously to his room. 

At this time, another group of people came in the corridor behind. 

The group was crowded with a mobile hospital bed on which was lying a man covered in bandages. 

This person is Zhu Fanyu! 

Chapter 110: Fainted directly 

It can be seen that Zhu Fanyu's limbs have been reattached after timely treatment. 

Of course, it is difficult to use it as easy as before. 

At this time, the woman who rescued Zhu Fanyu recognized Su Lang's back. 

"It's the one who cut the young president into an adult! Um!" 

The woman's face was instantly desolate, and she immediately covered her mouth in horror. 

"What! It's him!?" 

"Why is he here!?" 

"Could it be that he wants to go to Nanlin City?" 

The pupils of the rest of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce suddenly shrank, and their faces were 

instantly filled with fear and resentment. 

"Huh!? Bad taste!" 

Su Lang felt the strange gaze behind him, frowned and turned around. 

When he turned around, everyone in the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce trembled and immediately 

shut up. 

"Huh? See you again so soon?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a wicked and cruel smile. 

The people of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce felt their horror when they saw this smile. 

"You...what's the matter?" 

At this moment, Zhu Fanyu asked in a daze, "Why are you not leaving?" 
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But there was no sound in the hallway, everything was silent, no one answered his words! 

"What the hell!?" 

Zhu Fanyu was unsure, forcibly raised his head to look, and immediately met Su Lang's eyes. 

Immediately- 

"Ah--! Don't!" 

Zhu Fanyu went stiff, rolled his eyes and fainted directly! 

"Young President! Are you okay?" 

"Young President, how are you, you can't do anything!" 

People from the surrounding Four Seas Chamber of Commerce immediately panicked and circled around 

Zhu Fanyu. 

If this is dead, they will all have to be buried! 

"Tsk tut, trash!" 

Su Lang curled his lips in disdain, then turned and left. 

Everyone in the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce saw Su Lang leaving, and suddenly heaved a sigh of 

relief. 

Enter the room. 

Su Lang went to the big bed comfortably, and immediately took out the Lingshi bag presented by Yin 

Zhou. 

After opening the bag, twenty dazzling high-grade spirit stone bones rolled out. 

"A spirit stone worth 20 million gold coins!" 

Su Lang was pleasantly surprised. He originally thought Yinzhou would give away 10 million, but he 

didn't expect it to be 20 million. 

"Yinzhou guarding is really interesting!" 

Su Lang laughed, and soon stored all the spirit stones in the system. 

In the mysterious black space, the balance of gold coins soared like a rocket. 

In the end, the number stopped at the horrible eight-digit number-21.83 million! 

"System, upgrade me one-key practice and one-key practice functions!" 

Without thinking about it, Su Lang immediately chose to upgrade the two most basic and important 

functions. 

"Ding! The amount of funds currently consumed to upgrade the system is too large, and the current 

unit'gold coins' have been replaced with'low-grade spirit stones'." 



"Ding! Consuming 100,000 lower-grade spirit stones, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 

7, and the training speed is increased to 128 times the basic speed!" 

"Ding! Consuming 100,000 lower-grade spirit stones, the one-key martial arts function is increased to 

level 7, and the training speed is increased to 64 times the basic speed!" 

"The cultivation speed has doubled again, refreshing!" 

Su Lang stretched happily before falling asleep slowly. 

In a short period of time, he killed Ye Feizhang and the Crystal Scale Green Snake again, and he had 

practiced so many techniques with ‘hard work’. Tired! 

Just when Su Lang was resting. 

In another luxurious cabin. 

"Ah! Don't cut me XX!" 

Zhu Fanyu woke up suddenly with a shock! 

He had a dream, a big nightmare! 

He dreamed that Su Lang walked slowly from the other side of the corridor with a cruel smile, and cut 

his limbs again! 

"Young President, are you awake?" 

"Young President, it's okay, it's okay, that demon is gone!" 

The surrounding members of the Four Seas Chamber of Commerce were taken aback, and immediately 

rushed to comfort Zhu Fanyu. 

"Gone? He is gone? A dream? Great, a dream!" 

Zhu Fanyu, who was still in shock, let out a sigh of relief, and then a monstrous hatred appeared in his 

eyes: 

"Su Lang Miscellaneous! How dare to go to my site swayingly, you are dead, you are dead!! 

I must catch you alive and cut off your limbs, and then keep you in a cage, picking your skin, drinking 

your blood, and eating your meat every day! ! " 

 


